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China-
Purity Purge Sours Mao's Own Flunkies

The Journal began an obituary column of the deceased family members, with a full-page, obituary notice printed at the front of today's paper.

By FRED RANSOM

The Journal began an obituary column of the deceased family members, with a full-page, obituary notice printed at the front of today's paper.

The report said that the deceased family members had passed away and the obituary was a tribute to their loved ones.

It was a sad day in the Journal, but it was a faithful representation of the deceased family members.

The Journal always felt a sense of responsibility to honor the deceased family members and their loved ones.
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ANTl-ISRrAL PLANS BEATEN

Egypt Jet Shot Down

By MALCOLM A. ROSS

The Journal began an obituary column of the deceased family members, with a full-page, obituary notice printed at the front of today's paper.

In the report, the Journal described the tragic event of an Egyptian plane being shot down by an Israeli missile, which led to the death of all 34 passengers and crew on board.

The report said that the Egyptian authorities were in shock and had launched an investigation into the incident.

The Journal was deeply saddened by the tragedy and offered condolences to the families of the victims.
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UN Vote A Rebuff To Soviet

By BRIAN W. MANN

The Journal began an obituary column of the deceased family members, with a full-page, obituary notice printed at the front of today's paper.

The report said that the United Nations had rejected a Soviet proposal for a peace plan in the Middle East, which was seen as a rebuff to the Soviet Union.

The Journal expressed concern over the continued conflict in the region and called for a peaceful resolution to the conflict.
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Four Die Tuesday

By MALCOLM A. ROSS

The Journal began an obituary column of the deceased family members, with a full-page, obituary notice printed at the front of today's paper.

In the report, the Journal described the tragic events of four individuals who died in a car accident on Tuesday.

The report said that the families of the victims were in mourning and the accident was a reminder of the dangers of the road.

The Journal offered condolences to the families of the victims and called for increased awareness of road safety.
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Toll Highest For Summer Holiday Time

By BRIAN W. MANN

The Journal began an obituary column of the deceased family members, with a full-page, obituary notice printed at the front of today's paper.

The report said that the tolls for summer holiday traffic had reached a record high, with drivers facing long delays on the roads.

The Journal expressed concern over the traffic congestion and called for improved road infrastructure to reduce travel times.
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The Inside News

Health

By FRED RANSOM

The Journal began an obituary column of the deceased family members, with a full-page, obituary notice printed at the front of today's paper.

In the report, the Journal described the tragic event of an Egyptian plane being shot down by an Israeli missile, which led to the death of all 34 passengers and crew on board.

The report said that the Egyptian authorities were in shock and had launched an investigation into the incident.

The Journal was deeply saddened by the tragedy and offered condolences to the families of the victims.
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Death, Then Fire Strike Lives Of Three City Women

By BUN CHAMBER

The Journal began an obituary column of the deceased family members, with a full-page, obituary notice printed at the front of today's paper.

In the report, the Journal described the tragic events of three women who lost their lives in a fire on Wednesday.

The report said that the families of the victims were in mourning and the fire was a reminder of the risks of home fires.

The Journal offered condolences to the families of the victims and called for increased fire safety awareness.
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On Election

Cityans In Dark

By FRED RANSOM

The Journal began an obituary column of the deceased family members, with a full-page, obituary notice printed at the front of today's paper.

In the report, the Journal described the tragic event of an Egyptian plane being shot down by an Israeli missile, which led to the death of all 34 passengers and crew on board.

The report said that the Egyptian authorities were in shock and had launched an investigation into the incident.

The Journal was deeply saddened by the tragedy and offered condolences to the families of the victims.
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Philandering Husband Is Phony, Girl Says

Recent Weddings... Homes Established By City, State Pairs

Fun City' Inspires Seventh Avenue Designers

Marriages Are Announced, Nuptials Set

Jeepers, Creepers, What a Sale!

To Discuss Women's Status
City's 4th A Day Of Parade, Patriots, Protest

Mouthful of Patriotism

Bartlett Pledges His Allegiance

Progress On Parade

A Salute At State Capitol Event

Lad And Liberty Bell

Protesters Of War In Lincoln Park

"Open" Communist Party Not Much In U.S.
Editorials

Dr. Dowell Plea Anticipated

Senator Joe J. Dowell's plea for more pro-
gress in Oklahoma is anticipated by the
majority of theavorite editors in the state.
However, many are concerned about the
employeement of the tentative plan to
improve the conditions of the state's
people.

Dr. Dowell has called for more pro-
gress in Oklahoma, particularly in the
area of education. He has noted the need
for better schools and more qualified teachers.

The major concern is whether the state is
taking the necessary steps to improve the
situation. Many educators believe that
more funding is needed to support the
efforts. However, others worry about the
feasibility of the plan.

Help Is On The Way

The governor of the state has appointed
a committee to study the problem of
education in Oklahoma. The committee
will be responsible for making recom-
dendations on how to improve the
situation.

The committee will be chaired by
Dr. Robert Smith, a prominent educator in
the state. He will be assisted by a group of
experts who will provide advice on the
best ways to improve the situation.

The committee's report is expected
in the next two months. It is hoped
that the state will be able to take
the necessary steps to improve the
situation.

State Editors Say

Astonishing Computer Job

The state's leading computer
experts have been working
on a new project that
will revolutionize the
way business is done.

The project involves the
development of a new
software system that
will allow businesses
to process orders
automatically.

The system will be
able to handle thou-
sands of orders per
hour, significantly
increasing efficiency.

State Eds. Say

Bill Tharp
Shades Of
Donald Boone!

I don't know if it's true, but people are talking
to the effect that Donald Boone is planning
to run for re-election as governor. This is
surprising because he was not a very
popular governor during his first term.

Details of what the people are saying are
confidential, but it is said that Boone is
planning to make a comeback. His
campaign will start next month and
will last until election day.

The People's Voice

Helpless

Who cares who wins? All the candidates
are just the same. They all say they want
to help us, but they never do. It's like trying
to pour water into a bucket with a hole in it.

William Buckley, Jr.

Need To Hear
From Cabin Lodge

An Ole

The reason for our fear is not clear. We just
know that something is not right.

Capitol Protests

Take A Holiday

Bill Tharp
Shades Of
Donald Boone!

I don't know if it's true, but people are talking
to the effect that Donald Boone is planning
to run for re-election as governor. This is
surprising because he was not a very
popular governor during his first term.

Details of what the people are saying are
confidential, but it is said that Boone is
planning to make a comeback. His
campaign will start next month and
will last until election day.
Miracle Or Myth, The Cubs Are Tough

PHILS WIN ON SHORT'S SHUTOUT

Three U.S. Women Reach Semifinals At Wimbledon

Fords Sweep Firecracker 400
INNERSPRING
OR
FOAM

OVER 6 FEET WIDE .. ALMOST 7 FEET LONG .. SUPERBLY COMFORTABLE

A NEW LOW PRICE FOR SUPER SIZE BEDDING OF THIS FINE QUALITY

FABULOUS is the word for this Super Special at Evan's! You'll enjoy greater sleeping space, and the luxurious comfort of King Size bedding ... at an unbeatable low price, too! Just look at the stretch-out room for high, wide, or handsome sleepers in these giant 76" x 80" mattresses! 22 inches wider, 5 inches longer than regular full size! You can have your choice of innerspring or foam! Shop today, save today, sleep in extra comfort tonight on this Super Size Special!

$168.88

EVANS OPEN TODAY 9 til 9
Home Furnishings
800 S. WESTERN

EARLY AMERICAN
ROCKER AND OTTOMAN

It's Spanish. It's Oak. It's Unusual.
The chair has a traditional back and seat. It's quarter-sawn oak with a Vintage finish. It's a very graceful chair, with a sweeping line and a graceful curve. It's a very comfortable chair, with a firm seat and a high back. It's a very elegant chair, with a beautiful finish. It's a very fine chair, with a high quality construction. It's a very good chair, with a very good price. It's a very good chair, with a very good value.

$58.88

20 CU. FT. FREEZER

The lowest price you'll find on a 20 cu. ft. freezer anywhere in town. Just in time for summer.

$178.88

Frigidaire 12,000 BTU Air Conditioner
The only make of air conditioner that offers that famous 3-way guarantee.

$168.88

Lane Tables

Lane has long been recognized as one of the best names in tables. These three groups have been some of our best sellers but we are cutting down on the number of walnut tables we stock! So .. we have cut the price to the bone for today!

Your Choice $28.88

Your Choice $38.88

Your Choice $48.88